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January 2017 
 
Dear Parents 
 
I am afraid I have to start with some bad news.  We have recently learned that a former colleague 
at Colfox, Lyle Harman Beglan has sadly passed away after suffering a heart attack.  Lyle had 
only recently retired from the school in April 2015 and was just 62.  Lyle was initially employed as 
a behaviour support specialist across the Bridport Pyramid of Schools, before going on to work in 
our Inclusion Centre.  On top of this Lyle was a very enthusiastic volleyball coach and helped run 
our own school teams guiding them to numerous schools games successes.  Prior to joining 
Colfox, Lyle had been the Headteacher at Penwithen Special School. All those who worked with 
him will remember a very caring man who always looked for the good in children, a very special 
quality and a very lovely man.  Our thoughts and condolences have been sent to his family.  Our 
students are planning a suitable memorial/tribute to Lyle. 
 
School Funding 
Some people may have seen an article run by the Dorset Echo at the weekend concerning funding 
for schools in Dorset.  The article itself was suggesting the different amounts that schools might be 
losing by way of funding.  The calculations had been put forward by the National Union of 
Teachers who are campaigning for better funding for all schools.  For Colfox it was suggesting 
£359,000 as the sum the school would be losing over the next three year period.   I have since 
been contacted by other newspapers asking for my thoughts.  The National Union of Teachers 
calculations are very much a worst case scenario that schools could face over the coming three 
years.  Despite a new national funding formula and some changes in the funding for academies, 
the actual budget that Colfox will receive is relatively unchanged.    
 
What the calculations have done is factor in things that may, or may not, happen in the coming 
years, for example an estimated increased cost of living at 8.7%, which  means that although 
funding levels for many schools are not actually affected, in real terms schools will face more 
challenging times.  We have been preparing for this over the last three years and our school 
budget is in fact in very good shape to face these changes in school funding.  We are not in the 
position of having to make changes to our staffing levels or our offer to the students. However, we 
do welcome the attention that is being brought to this issue and think it is important that everyone 
understands that trying to do more, with less, is not going to be easy for the profession as a whole. 
 
Electronic Payments to School 
One of the most commonly made suggestions we receive from parents is whether we could 
receive online banking payments to the school for things like school trips.  We have been listening 
and looking for a system that will allow us to do this in a cost effective way.  We will be in touch 
soon to explain a three month trial process that we will be operating to see if it can work for us.  As 
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a parent at the school myself who is regularly hunting down a chequebook, I know this will come 
as welcome news. 
 
Moving to a cashless dining room 
After February half term the school dining room will become a fully cashless service.  For the past 
five years we have kept one cash till running alongside our card tills.  Over the last 12 months 
however, students who have been losing cards have not been replacing them, but instead using 
cash.  The net result has been much longer queuing times than are necessary.  Over the next four 
weeks we will continue to take cash payments in the dining room after 12.50pm, but before that 
time it will be cards only.  Students in Year 11 and 13 are being given a free replacement card if 
they require one, students in all other years who have lost their card can order a replacement from 
student reception at a cost of £3.  Therefore, after February half term cards only will be permitted 
in the canteen.  If a student forgets or loses their card, they will still have access to lunch as a 
temporary card will be issued and the money they spend on it will be deducted from their account 
in the normal way.  Students have all been informed of the upcoming change and have been 
advised to be ready for the changeover. 
 
Staff absence in Science 
We are working very hard to re timetable our teaching groups as, unfortunately, Mrs Hazle is 
currently not well and therefore absent from school at the present time.  As she is a chemistry 
specialist, our priority in the short term is to provide for our Year 11, 12 and 13 exam classes in 
this subject.  It is not easy to find replacements who are available in this shortage subject, with the 
adequate upper age exam knowledge or experience.  It is a problem we are attempting to resolve 
in partnership with Beaminster School, who themselves are also looking for a chemistry specialist 
to fill a vacancy they have. 
 
Thank you for your continued support. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
David Herbert 
Headteacher 
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